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I never thought about how strange this is until earlier this year. So I stopped using humor in my scientific
talks. It's about fucking time. This joke may contain profanity. Mention their name in parenthesis. At the end
of the summer, it That's so curmudgeonly it's actually kind of funny. Thanks, folks! I was really just farting
around. Thesis Jokes My friends have set me up on a date tonight, they told me she's a paleoanthropologist
and wrote her thesis on Pleistocene man. At that moment, I quietly decided thatâ€”at least in the eyes of those
who held my career in their handsâ€”jokes could only sabotage my presentations, not enhance them. The best
humor in scientific presentations serves to explain difficult concepts, and at the very least, it helps combat the
stereotype of the stuffy, out-of-touch scientist. A few days later, the advisor returns in with a single note:
Needs Improvement. You can use humour in talks to great effect, as you have to hammer home the message,
and sometimes a snappy saying saves the day and captures the essence of your message in a single sentence.
Pavlov's birds An MIT student spent an entire summer going to the Harvard football field every day wearing a
black and white striped shirt, walking up and down the field for ten or fifteen minutes throwing birdseed all
over the field, blowing a whistle and then walking off the field. So I think there is definitely room for some
small self-deprecating remarks in a PhD thesis, if this is done in good taste and in great moderation so that it
doesn't distract from the main, serious unless your thesis is about humor or comedy ;- content. But maybe a
little comedyâ€”appropriately placed and properly used to clarify the science rather than distract from itâ€”can
start to change their minds. There was an awkward pause. And that, I think, is why I stopped using humor in
presentations. I finally finished writing my thesis on constipation.


